Issue Planning Chart
Instructions for Use

Issue Planning Chart
Use this chart after the planning meeting. When you have some good article ideas and they have been refined, you
will need to see how they fit into your plans for your magazine. Your chart will be based on the content of your
magazine.
Sample chart
The issue planning chart shown is for a magazine with five feature articles and four regular departments. There is an
informal chart for the feature articles. In each issue, the editors try to have an article on prayer, one on evangelism or
missions, one on growth, and an interview. These are not labeled as departments in the magazine. The informal chart
just helps the editors maintain balance.
Things to Consider
Consider these as you work your editorial plan using the Issue Planning Chart:
1. Balance it vertically
See if there are any repeated topics in any given issue. For example, in the sample chart, the March/April issue has
two articles on lying, and the July/August issue has three articles related to money (“Joy of giving,” “Spouses disagree
on $,” and “Teaching stewardship”). Unless the articles are to comprise a special topical issue, the editor should
switch two of these to other issues to avoid repetition.
Make sure there is a variety of styles and tones in each issue. In other words, is there a good mixture of approaches
(first-person, how-to, Bible teaching)? Is there a good balance of “heavy,” convicting articles and encouraging articles? You might want to add symbols to your chart to signal what approaches the articles take.
2. Balance it horizontally
Are you giving readers enough variety? For example, in the family department, March/April and May/June both
have child-related articles. You might switch one of them with another article for more balance of child and adultrelated themes.
3. Consider the seasons
Do you want to include holiday-related articles, for example, Christmas- or Easter-related themes?
Are there seasons that are more appropriate for some articles? For example, an article on depression might be most
relevant during the winter months, or an article on missions trips during the months when people would be making
their vacation plans.
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